Safety Meeting Minutes from September 8, 2005
Members present: Hollis Lundeen, Bill Hanshumaker, Brian Parker, Dave Johnson, Lori Parker, and Randy Walker

Tsunami evacuation was the primary issue of the day. It was decided to ask the directors of the different agencies at HMSC if October 12, 2005 at 10:30 Am would be an appropriate time to have our annual tsunami drill. Randy will coordinate this and send out the necessary information to the different groups.

It is hope that we can, within the next couple of months have an all campus fire/building evacuation drill.

It was discussed that it may be a good idea to put a supply of food and water in the Barry Fisher Building, as it is the most likely building to survive a subduction zone earthquake/near shore tsunami.

HMSC/OSU is having a Hazardous Material Shipping class and forklift training in September.

Randy noted that HMSC/OSU recently went through an audit conducted by the State Fire Marshal and did well.